CERTIFICATION

Addendum No. 2 to the QB Certification Reference System: “Water distribution or drainage pipes”

Identification No.: QB 08
Revision No.: No. 01
Addendum No. 2, approved by the CSTB Technical Management on: 25/01/2021
Effective date: 25/01/2021
ADDENDUM TO THE QB CERTIFICATION REFERENCE SYSTEM “Water distribution or drainage pipes” Revision No.01:

It was approved by the CSTB Technical Management on 25/01/2021 and will be applied from 25/01/2021.

MODIFICATIONS MADE BY THE ADDENDUM TO THE QB08 CERTIFICATION REFERENCE SYSTEM “Water distribution or drainage pipes” REV01:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modified Part</th>
<th>Type of modification made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article § 5.5</td>
<td>- Cancellation of the 2 committees (traditional and non-traditional) in one grouping all the products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5 **Specific Committee**

An impartial consultative authority is established called the Specific Committee, the Secretariat of which is provided by CSTB.

The “Water Cycle” Specific Committee common to the various QB applications related to the conveyance of water in the building has been set up. The applications covered by this Committee are:

- **“Water distribution or drainage pipes” - QB 08**
- **“Connection hoses” - QB 10**

The composition of these Specific Committees is set in such a way as to ensure fair representation between the different parties concerned, which does not lead to any of them dominating and which guarantees their relevance.

The Specific Committees are requested to give their opinion on the following:

- the initial draft of the certification reference system or the revised version, as specified in the Consumer Code,
- the preparation of advertising and promotional activities that fall within its competence,
- the selection of bodies participating in the certification process and the examination and implementation of recognition agreements.

It can be consulted about any other question pertaining to the application concerned and, in particular, about any interpretation of the certification reference system with a view to taking decisions regarding dossiers in accordance with the certification reference system and at CSTB’s request.

The composition of these Specific Committees is set in such a way as to ensure fair representation between the different parties concerned, which does not lead to any of them dominating and which guarantees their relevance.

They are composed as shown below:

- A Chairperson chosen from the members of the colleges defined below;
- A Vice Chairperson: a representative of CSTB;
- Manufacturers College (Holders): from 4 to 7 representatives;
- Users'/Advisors’ college: from 4 to 6 representatives;
- Technical and Administrative Bodies’ College: from 2 to 4 representatives.